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ABSTRACT

The present paper presents general approach to reactor plant seismic

stability validation, approach to seismic resistance analysis in the course of design,

description of load calculation procedure sequence, results of VVER-440

equipment seismic stabilit y investigation using models.
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INTRODUCTION

Four steps of VVER plants design development can be singled out.

1 stage

NPP designs with first generation reactors VVER-210, VVER-70,

VVER-365, VVER-440 (V-230type).

The designs were developed in 1956-1970.

2 stage

NPP designs with VVER-440 reactors (type V-213)

The designs were developed in 1970-1976.

3 stage

NPP designs with reactor plants VVER-1000 and reactor plant VVER-440

of the third generation (for NPP in Cuba).

The designs were developed in 1974-1980.

4 stage

The designs of the enhanced safety reactor plants, VVER-500,

VVER-1000.

The designs are under development now.

Reactor plants developed at the 1 - 2 stages were designed without taking

into account the requirements for seismic stability and were modified with respect

to NPP site specific conditions.

Reactor plants developed at the 3 - 4 stages were designed as seismic

resistant from the start, irrespective of the site performances.

Additional information on site characteristics may result in necessity of

additional calculations and installation of additional restraints of equipment and

pipelines.
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After accelerograms for new conditions have been received the Designer

General calculates the seismic loads for equipment and pipelines using actual

pipeline arrangement and equipment fastening.
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I. APPROACHES TO REACTOR PLANT SEISMIC ANALYSIS

1.1. Seismic analysis methods

While analyzing the first seismic category equipment and pipelines the

linear-spectrum method is used, hereat, the calculations are carried out using the

specified floor-by-floor response spectra. To refine some parameters (force

factors, accelerations, displacements) the dynamic analysis method is used, hereat,

the calculations are carried out by principal coordinates procedure, using specified

or synthesized floor-by-floor accelerograms. The structures under consideration

are presented as three-dimensional rod models with discrete masses. Each lumped

mass may have from one to six degrees of freedom. Lumped mass locations and

number of freedom degrees are assumed in such a way that the actual system

were approximated as accurately as it is possible, that is preserving the total mass,

inertia mass moment, location of the equipment centres of mass. The number of

degrees of freedom is selected in such a way, that the greatest calculational model

natural frequency corresponded to the specified level, hereat, the lowest oscillation

modes in the range of floor-by-floor response spectra were taken into account in

the course of seismic loads calculation/I/.

1.2. Determination of load cycles during an earthquake

The number of load cycles during one earthquake is assumed to be equal to

50 / I / , hereat, the stress maximum amplitude is determined with allowance for

effects of normal operating conditions + operating basis earthquake.
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1.3. Modelling procedures

The calculational model is developed so to represent the considered

structure dynamic properties as accurately as possible. Ligaments between the

structure components are presented by rod elements, for those elements rigidity

properties , shear strain parameters, ways of rod connection in the nodes are

specified. In the course of model development the rigidities of equipment supports

are taken into account as well as rigidity of the attached pipelines. Structure

elements inertia performances are taken into account in the calculational model in

line with the principles, disclosed in i. 1.1. In case it is necessary to take into

account the inertia characteristics of the attached elements, they are incorporated

into calculational model. Equipment elements with small mass are presented in the

model only as ligaments, exhibiting certain rigidity / I / .

1.4. Selection of oscillation principal mode

For the developed calculational model all the natural frequencies are

determined in line with the assumed number of degrees of freedom. Natural

frequency calculation is reduced to calculation of proper numbers and vectors of

symmetric matrix: C=D*M , here D is square symmetric matrix of system

compliance, M - diagonal matrix of mass.

While determining the proper numbers the Jacobian rotation method is used

or Householder conversion with subsequent application of QL algorithm / 2 / .
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1.5. Application of equivalent static loads

Equivalent static load method is applied in line with III to the structures

with the first natural frequency exceeding 20 Hz.

1.6. Seismic effects in three mutually perpendicular directions

Seismic effects upon the structures as well as displacements, accelerations

and inner force factors in their elements are determined by two independent

horizontal and vertical effects. The resultant value is obtained as square root from

the sum of squares of considered factor values under seismic effect along

respective axis.

1.7. Combination of oscillation natural modes

In the,course of linear-spectrum method application the result summation by

all the considered modes is carried out by procedure of complete quadratic

combination (CQC), where all the terms are summed with allowance for signs and

weight factors, obtained by this procedure / 3 , 4/ . Application of this procedure

permits to avoid calculational errors, occurring when mean square "root summation

method (SRSS) is used for the systems with close natural frequencies.

1.8. Pipeline seismic analysis procedure

Pipeline calculational models are developed in line with general principles,

presented in i. 1.1, 1.3. Hereat, pipeline sectors up to the nearest stationary
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supports or to the welds to massive rigidly attached equipment (reactor, ECCS

accumulators, and pressurizer) u re c o n i a ^ t '-a <i.

1.9. Equipment calculation at different input signals

While calculating three-dimensional systems of equipment and pipelines

supported at different NPP building elevations the different seismic effects at those

elevations are considered. Hereat, the vectors of lumped mass displacement in the

direction of degrees of freedom for the case of support node group single

displacements are preliminarily determined. It is assumed that the support node

group means all the supports being subject to the same spectra effect. Seismic loads

upon the lumped mass are determined considering each specified floor-by-floor

spectrum and appropriate factors in displacement vectors.

1.10. Toque effect due to off-centre mass effect

To make allowance for torque effect from off-centre mass oscillations the

isolation and control valves, pumps and other equipment are simulated in the

calculational models by several masses, distributed along the height. Hereat, actual

equipment mass centre location as a whole and its separate parts (isolation devices,

drives, motors) are considered.

1.11. Interaction of other pipelines with the pipelines of seismic category 1

During substantiation of the pipelines of seismic category 1 the attached

pipelines of other categories are taken into account as well, if their cross-sections
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are more or less similar. Hereat, pipeline data are considered in common

calculational diagram with pipelines of seismic category 1 up to the first stationary

support.

1.12. Substantiation of reactor core elements seismic stability

Core elements and automatic control rod drive mechanisms are incorporated

into common reactor calculational diagram. Core elements seismic stability is

substantiated using these elements overload factors, obtained in the course of

reactor seismic loads determination.

1.13. Attenuation analysis procedure

Attenuation in the structures in the calculations is accounted for by inner

friction method. The damping factor in this case is assumed equal to 2% /!/.
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2.DESIGN SUBSTANTIATION OF SEISMIC STABILITY

To perform the calculation of loads acting upon the reactor process

equipment and pipelines and arising from seismic effects specified as accelerograms

and response spectra for the fastening points of the equipment concerned the

subsystem ARSEN (automated calculation of seismic loads) was created.

2.1. Subsystem purpose

Subsystem ARSEN is the further evolution of the designed subsystem

SEISMIKA and is intended to solve the problems on calculation of NPP reactor

plant process equipment and pipelines under the seismic effect conditions. As the

initial effects the floor-by-floor accelerograms or response spectra at the marks of

equipment fastening in the reactor building As a result of calculation for equipment

and pipelines the following parameters are determined: natural frequencies and

oscillation modes, seismic loads in the assemblies with lumped masses, the internal

force factors in different component cross-sections, displacements of peculiar

points, reactions in supporting assemblies. Then these data may be used to

substantiate the equipment and pipeline strength and issue the assignments to

contractors for designing the corresponding assemblies, fastening components and

etc. Updating the subsystem SEISMIKA was concerned with the following factors:

decrease in manual labour consumption, increase in the possibilities of programs

concerning the volume of the problems solved, improvement of exchange with

external carriers, increase in speed of response of subprograms, improvement of

visualization of information, improvement of connection with strength calculations.
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2.2. Structure of subsystem ARSEN

Sybsystem ARSEN has a structure shown in Fig. 1, that corresponds to the

stages of carrying out the equipment and pipeline seismic effect calculations.

2.3. Normative support of subsystem ARSEN

Calculation of seismic loads and parameters studied is carried out by the

linear-spectral (LSM) and dynamic (MDA) methods in line with requirements

/ I / . Evaluation of pipeline stresses is performed using recommendations and

taking into account the allowable stresses according to / I / .

2.4. Procedure of calculational works in subsystem ARSEN

2.4.1. The process of performing the calculations in subsystem

ARSEN consists of a number of stages shown in Fig.2

2.4.2. Consideration and agreement of the customer's technical assignment

2.4.3. The seismic load calculation with evaluation of the pipeline stress

level is carried out by means of software package KADR-88:

- calculation of matrix of compliance for the lumped mass system,

calculation of the investigated force factors and displacements due to single forces

by the degrees of freedom of lumped masses, calculation of vectors of mass

displacement due to single displacements of supporting assemblies in the direction
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of external seismic effects are calculated by means of code GAMMA or its

modification GAMMA F written in FOREKS language;

- calculation of natural frequencies and modes of oscillations is performed

by code OMEGA implemented as three modifications: JACOBI - up to N < 100;

TQL - up to N < 140; EIGPAK - up to N < 200 where N is the number of degrees

of freedom of lumped masses;

- calculation of the overload factors and seismic loads for calculational

masses, oscillation mode influence, internal force factors in the equipment

component cross-sections, displacement being peculiar to nodes is performed by

code SKIF-2;

- calculation of mass absolute accelerations, mass seismic loads, internal

force factors in equipment component cross-sections, displacements of specific

nodes in time and corresponding maximum values of the parameters investigated

for the whole period of loading is performed by program VIBR-2;

- evaluation of pipeline component stress level is performed by code

SIGMA.

2.4.4. Results of the seismic load calculation obtained by spectral method

(by means of SKIF-2) and dynamic methods (by means of VIBR-2) and also level

of pipeline stresses are analyzed and handed over to perform the strength

calculation of equipment, pipelines and their supporting assemblies. If strength

conditions are not met the structure calculated is modified by designer and then

calculation is repeated. If the strength conditions of equipment, pipelines and

supporting assemblies are met, the seismic load calculation results are executed and

used for the project.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Experimental studies of seismic response of VVER-440 reactor plant MCC

equipment were carried out using the small-scale reactor models (1:20) and

primary circulation loop (1:25). The models investigated were made of material

being identical to the actual one. The seismic test rig (Fig. 3) to be used for

investigations consisted of vibroplatform 1 with three electrodynamic vibrators „

( 2} VEDS-400, VEDS-200, VEDS-100 and provided one-and-two component

excitement of models 3. Weight of vibroplatform and model was compensated for

by the response in pneumatic supports 4. The test rig frequency range is 10 - 300

Hz. Maximum thrust force amounts to 2000 N in vertical direction, 1500 N in

horizontal direction. Maximum mass of the tested object is 90 kg. Mass of the

movable system is 180 kg. The working amplitudes of accelerations range from 0 to

1.5 g.

The test rig provides for possibility of the harmonic and occasional

(seismic) excitation of vibroplatform over the working range of accelerations and

frequencies. The procedure of generating the signals of seismic type is as follows

(Fig.4). The operating basis earthquake accelerograms assigned in the digital form

are scaled according to similarity theory in line with the model geometrical scale,

by means of computer they are converted from the digital to analogue signal and

recorded on the magnitograph. Then the signal is reproduced from the magnetic

tape, amplified and applied to inlet of VEDS external generator that controls the

movement of vibroplatform and model.

The registration-measuring system involves the displacement strain

measurement transducer, small-base resistance strain gauges, and also

accelerometers and amplifying equipment RTF.
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The primary transducers were set

in the peculiar points and cross-sections of the investigated model components. To

monitor the amplitude-frequency spectrum of vibroplatform excitation the

accelerometers were installed also in the vibrators and vibroplatform.

The model investigation was performed in two stages. The model dynamic

performances (natural frequencies, modes and decrements of oscillations) were

studied by resonance method at the first stage, and the dynamic response of models

to specific effects of seismic type - at the second stage. In this case the various

structural versions of the equipment fastening were considered that permitted one

to analyze the convergence of experimental and calculational data over the wide

range of system rigidity performances. The rigidity performances of VVER-440

reactor supporting structures were determined on the optical models using the

holographic interference method.

As the initial seismic effects both in calculation and in the experiment one

assumes the following: accelerogram No.l (Fig.5) corresponds to effect at the level

of the reactdr model lower fastening, accelerogram No.2 (Fig. 5) corresponds to

effect at the upper unit level.

For the reactor model the results were obtained for two schemes of

fastening; scheme A presents the fastenings at the level of supporting truss and

upper unit, dynamic effect is transferred onto the upper unit support; scheme B

presents the fastening and loading only at the supporting truss level (Fig.6).

For scheme 5 according to calculation an effect is exerted by the first eight

forms of oscillations with frequencies: 128, 187, 198,297, 340, 505, 836, 953 Hz.

Frequency w1 - 128 Hz (w13 = 77 Hz) is specific for the upper unit traverse and

housings; frequency w2 = 187 Hz (w3 =192 Hz) is specific for the vessel with

internals; frequency w3 = 198 Hz defines the form of oscillations of vessel and
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upper unit, the remaining frequencies beginning from w4 = 297 Hz (w3 = 267 Hz,

w^ =282 Hz) define the oscillations of the reactor model upper unit housings.

For scheme B according to calculation an effect is exerted by the first five

forms of oscillations with frequencies: 55, 151, 189. 205. 326 Hz. Frequencies w*=

55 Hz, w2 = 151 Hz, w5 = 326 Hz (w13 = 43 Hz, w 2 3 = 236 Hz) are characteristic

of the upper unit components, frequency w3 = 189 Hz (w3 - 184 Hz) defines the

oscillations of vessel and internals; frequency w4 = 205 Hz defines the joint

oscillations of vessel and upper unit.

Comparison of calculational and experimental values of oscillation natural

frequencies shows their satisfactory coincidence for the reactor vessel, internals,

upper unit housings. For the traverse the frequency calculational values are higher

than the experimental ones, probably because of the spacer grids affecting the

upper unit metal structure rigidity.

The calculational values of overloading factors in fractions of g shown in

Fig. 6 with broken curves as a whole are in conformance with the experimental

data (the latter are marked with "x") Differences are observed in the vessel lower

part and' internals for the scheme with one support (scheme B), where the

experimental data are less than the calculational ones.

The internals accelerations during seismic oscillations are practically the

same as accelerations of the corresponding vessel points along the height.

For the model of circuit loop 1 the results were obtained for four schemes

of equipment fastening: scheme I - without hydraulic shock absorbers, scheme II -

hydraulic shock absorbers are installed on steam generator, scheme III - hydraulic

shock absorbers are installed on steam generator and reactor coolant pump (RCP),

scheme IV - hydraulic shock absorbers are installed on steam generator, RCP and

main gate valve.
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The peculiar frequencies of natural oscillations of main units of the loop

model unfastened equipment are given in Table, where U, V, W - are the linear

degrees of freedom along axes X, Y, Z; a , /? , y - are the angular degrees of

freedom with respect to axes X, Y, Z. Hereat, axis X is parallel to steam generator

longitudinal axis, axis Y is perpendicular to steam generator axis, axis Z is directed

vertically upwards.

Table.

Frequency of natural oscillations, Hz

Equipment

Steam generator

RCP

MGV in the "hot"
loop

Methods

Calculation
Experiment

Calculation
Experiment
Calculation
Experiment

Freedom degrees

U
7

56
39

_

V

30

141
91
149
157

W

13

520

149

a
-

141

247;350

0
19

141

249

y
36
36
-

The absence of a number of experimental values of frequencies may be

explained by the measuring equipment limited possibilities (operating range is from

20 to 300 Hz) and difficulties in experimental indentification of oscillations modes.

The maximum calculational pipeline bending stresses occur at the reactor

nozzles and for all the schemes do not exceed sigma = 11 MPa that agrees with the

experimental data.

As a whole a satisfactory coincidence of calculational and experimental

data shows the applicability of hypothesis and assumptions being used while

comparing the calculational models of reactor and primary loop.
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Process diagram of W E R reaotor plant aeismlo loads

calculations in ARSEN subsystem
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Seismic test rig

WOO

Fig. 3
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Procedure of generating the signals of seismic
type

Digitized accelerogram

i
Simulation of accelerogram by

similarity theory

Computer code-analog

I
Recording of analog signal
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Simulated implementations of seismic effect
(240 points). Digitization pitch for model
M 1 :20 - 0,00095 s.
a - accelerogram No 1
b - accelerogram No 2

a)

b)
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Factors Kg

a - reactor model; b - model with two supports; c - model with one support
— - calculation for accelerogram No 1; — . — - calculation for accelerogram No 2>
X - experimental data; -^ - points for accelerometers installation, I - extension shaft;
2 - drive mechanism housing; 3 - load-bearing belt; 4 - top head; 5 - vessel; 6 - core
barrel; 7 - protective tube unit; 8 - vibroplatform; 9 ~ basket; 10 - core barrel bottom

Internals

-*-

Internals

-ft

-*•
o)

Fig. 6


